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QUESTION 1

Temp files created by EnCase are deleted when EnCase is properly closed. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A hard drive has been formatted as NTFS and Windows XP was installed. The user used fdisk to remove all partitions
from that drive. Nothing else was done. You have imaged the drive and have opened the evidence file with EnCase. 

What would be the best way to examine this hard drive? 

A. EnCase will not see a drive that has been fdisked. 

B. Use the ecovered Deleted Partitionsfeature and then examine the system. Use the recovered Deleted Partitions
feature and then examine the system. 

C. Conduct a physical search of the hard drive and bookmark any evidence. 

D. Use the dd Partitionfeature to rebuild the partition and then examine the system. Use the add Partitionfeature to
rebuild the partition and then examine the system. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A restored floppy diskette will have the same hash value as the original diskette. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A standard DOS 6.22 boot disk is acceptable for booting a suspect drive. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

A suspect typed a file on his computer and saved it to a floppy diskette. The filename was MyNote.txt. You receive the
floppy and the suspect computer. The suspect denies that the floppy disk belongs to him. You search the suspect
computer and locate only the suspect computer. The suspect denies that the floppy disk belongs to him. You search the
suspect computer and locate only the filename within a .LNK file. The .LNK file is located in the folder
C:\Windows\Recent. How you would use the .LNK file to establish a connection between the file on the floppy diskette
and the suspect computer connection between the file on the floppy diskette and the suspect computer? 

A. The file signature found in the .LNK file 

B. The dates and time of the file found in the .LNK file, at file offset 28 

C. Both a and b 

D. The full path of the file, found in the .LNK file 

Correct Answer: C 
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